Cooperative epidemics spreading under resource control.
The input and allocation of public resources are of crucial importance to suppressing the outbreak of infectious diseases. However, in the research on multi-disease dynamics, the impact of resources has never been taken into account. Here, we propose a two-epidemic spreading model with resource control, in which the amount of resources is introduced into the recovery rates of diseases and the allocation of resources between two diseases is regulated by a parameter. Using the dynamical message passing method, we obtain resource thresholds of the two diseases and validate them on ER networks and scale-free networks. By comparing the results on scale-free networks with different power-law exponents, we find that the heterogeneity of the network promotes the spreading of both diseases. Especially, we find optimal allocation coefficients at different resource levels. And, we get a counterintuitive conclusion that when the available resources are limited, it is a better strategy to preferentially suppress the disease with lower infection rate. In addition, we investigate the effect of interaction strength and find that great interaction strength between diseases makes two diseases with different infectivity tend to be homogeneous.